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1: Microwave Salt Dough | Recipe | Recipes to Cook | Pinterest | Salt Dough, Christmas and Crafts
Microwave Dough Craft [Alison Jenkins] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. With just
salt, water, flour and a microwave oven, anyone can create wonderful creations for the home.

Microwave Cooking for One by Marie T Smith Microwave Cooking Tips Crafts From Your Microwave
Microwaves are great for cooking, but they are also wonderful utensils for creating some beautiful items to
decorate your home, or give as gifts to family and friends. Here are a few books available to help you get even
more use out of your microwave. Gone are the problems of traditional methods â€” finding dark, dry space,
fading, and weeks of waiting â€” and gone is the need to buy expensive, commercially dried flowers. Flower
Drying With A Microwave unlocks the secrets of preserving virtually any flower. Detailed charts and useful
tips help you dry over different flowers, including delicate roses, tulips, violets and wildflowers. Includes
Complete Microwave Drying Instructions by Dolly Lutz Morris and Alice Ensley â€” "A rose is a rose is a
rose is a rose," or so the saying goes â€” but not all flowers dry the same. Make beautiful dried flower
arrangements that look like they cost a fortune, and revel in compliments when you say, "I did it myself! For
those already versed in flower drying, the reference section is broken down alphabetically by flower name.
Each profile gives a description of appearance, along with advice on growing and landscaping, harvesting and
drying, and crafting. Learn ahead of time which drying method will work best with each bloom, and which
blossoms to use for the effect you want. Microwaved Pressed Flowers by Joanna Sheen â€”Thanks to the
revolutionary techniques and the step-by-step instructions in this unique manual, the art of flower pressing is
easier, quicker, and promises more beautiful results than ever before â€” using your microwave. Projects in the
book include: There are also instructions for constructing your own flower press. Herb Drying Handbook by
Nora Blose â€” Preserve the color, shape, flavor, and even fragrance of more than 60 of your favorite herbs by
instantly drying them in your microwave under the expert guidance of the Herb Drying Handbook. Lavishly
illustrated with full-color photographs and drawings of individual plants, herb gardens, and craft projects.
Microwave Dough Craft by Alison Jenkins â€” With just salt, water, flour and a microwave oven, anyone can
design wonderful creations for the home. More than 50 projects are outlined step-by-step. Includes a special
section of templates and stencils that help you get started with this new, creative craft. In just a short time, you
can learn how to turn your microwave into an instant drying tool for perfect projects of flowers, seeds, fruits,
leaves, and many other delights of nature. Striking full-color photos and simple instructions will motivate you
to make a beautiful rose trellis, soothing mint tea, Blueberry Hill potpourri, a pansy wall hanging, a gourd
bird, hemlock candle holders, pinecone ornaments, plus many other attractive and elegant items for your home
and as gifts.
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2: How to Make the Easiest Halloween Playdough Requires No Cooking
How to Microwave Salt Dough Ornaments Separate your ornaments (or whatever you are making with salt dough) into a
few dinner plate sized batches Spread them around a large plate and then microwave on High for between 50 secs and
3 minutes total.

I used to make these every year with Miss Teen and when I pulled a few out of the box this year it reminded
me that the toddler twosome were now old enough to also participate in this fun family tradition! I love that
children can be involved in the process right from beginning to end by mixing the ingredients together to
rolling out the dough to cutting out shapes then decorating when dry! It really is a simple processâ€¦. But it
worked a treat and made a lovely white dough! Normally with salt dough you need to cook the salt dough for
hrs in a slow oven to really dry them out and harden enough for children to paint â€” this time however I
simply cooked them using the microwave oven and it saved so much time! Not to sure about using the
microwave to speed up the cooking and drying out process? Check out my easy instructions below and give it
a try! Check at second intervals as cooking times will vary and it is quite easy to burn and go past the point of
no return!! Turn over once during cooking time to help both sides dry out evenly. If they still have a few wet
patches even after 3 minutes just cook in 10 second intervals until hard all over. Keep it as simple or as messy
and colourful as you like. You might even decide to leave them white although a little sprinkle of glitter after
brushing with glue is nice too. There was a whole lot of glitter love going on which I figured there would be
with toddlers but the beauty of these salt dough ornaments is that each child is free to decorate in any way that
they want toâ€¦they may not be perfection but they were so very special to me and will remind me of this
Christmas for many years to come! Ruby had lots of fine motor practice with her glitter shakerâ€¦. I was really
pleased with how white and hard the dough turned out considering I used a new recipe and different method of
cooking! I think these will be around to hang on the tree for many years to come! Another good thing about
doing them outside was that there was plenty of opportunity to go and have a little run around and then come
back to the creativity! We did quite a big batch so I have kept some for adding to family members Christmas
presentsâ€¦the rest have found a spot on the tree! This activity is so toddler friendlyâ€¦. Looking for more salt
dough inspiration?
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3: Microwave Dough Craft by Alison Jenkins (, Hardcover) | eBay
Microwave Salt Dough Recipe and cute rainbow fish craft. Ideal for making with your kids or in a classroom as instead of
waiting hours for the salt dough to dry out it's ready in minutes to paint and decorate.

This simple, super-quick salt dough recipe is made even easier in that is can be hardened in the microwave
within seconds. Now that is something a wet afternoon or weekend needs! If it is too sticky, add more flour.
Once the dough is ready, give it to your child to play and create with. So, I posted the recipe on my Facebook
page for people to play along as we did. Salt dough is so much fun for littlies to biggies as long as supervised.
J loves playing with salt dough and as well as enjoying the experience, we wanted to make a birthday present
for Daddy! No matter how grumpy J is, play dough, moon dough, modelling clay or salt dough, never fails to
bring a smile to his face. I know I bang on about this a lot, but fine motor development is fundamental to the
journey of learning to be independent when taking care of themselves and when learning to write! A lovely
explore and hand workout all in one. J talked about shapes as he cut with the cutter and even counted the sides
to the octagon. He incorrectly called it a pentagon but this gave us a natural opportunity to revisit the names of
the shapes. I was very impressed! This comes from providing lots of opportunities to play with all kinds of
dough. As well as making lots of mess, J also cleared up after himself. A real must in my opinion! As J
cleared up, I popped up the pieces in the microwave. Depending on the wattage of your microwave, the dough
will need to be in for 30 second intervals. Every 30 seconds, check to see if the dough is completely hard. It
will be hot, so be careful! Once the dough is hard, leave it to completely cool before decorating. If you do not
have a microwave, you can pop it into a VERY low oven for around 3 hours or until hard. The decorating
bitâ€¦ J had some left over dough so I cut out the letter of his name using a plastic knife. However, paint is
lovely on these salt dough decorations. We gave them out as a gift from J to his best friends and his family.
The rest, J wanted left in one piece. Baby G was having a nap during this part of the afternoon, so we sat
around the table and decorated together, chatting and giggling as we did so. Working collaboratively is
fantastic for their social development too. J was full of smiles as we sat and chatted. The listening part in a
conversation is quite often what children find difficult so they need lots of experience of listening to people
and responding to what they say. It sounds so basic but there are SO many children who start school without
this fundamental skill. Once we had finished I laid the pieces out for the glue to dry! J quickly spotted it and
put it in the correct order. More child-led rehearsal of name formation! Theo is 14 months old and loving the
messy play with salt dough. The finished article looks incredible but not as incredibly cute as little Theo is!
Thank you Mummy Helen for sending them to me and playing along with us this afternoon!! What do you
think?
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4: Mommy Aloha | Microwave Salt Dough Ornaments
A Quintet book--Title page verso. Microwave dough craft: more than 50 original salt dough projects Item Preview.

Half of this dough recipe is enough to make all the ornaments shown, plus extras. You will also need paint in
red, green, white, and gold, plus green glitter paint, and trims such as iridescent stars, pom poms, mini candy
cane erasers, and glitter chenille stems. Use Christmas cookie cutters to cut a variety of snowmen, Christmas
trees and stars. Use a toothpick to make a hole for hanging, being sure to make the hole a bit larger than you
will want as they tend to close when baking. Using a microwave-safe plate not paper or cardboard ,
microwave a plate of ornaments for 1 to 4 minutes, increasing the time by 1 minute increments and keeping a
close eye on the microwave as the ornaments bake. Microwave power levels differ, so use high power in a
less-powerful oven, but lower if your oven heats things very quickly. Let ornaments cool completely before
decorating. Use paint or markers for eyes, nose, mouth and buttons. You can also paint on a scarf, unless you
are using chenille stems. Take one chenille stem and, leaving enough stem to form an arm on the left, wrap the
stem around the neck, and form another arm on the right. Add mini candy cane erasers if desired. Base coat
white or gold. Add green glitter paint, or outline with gold paint or glitter paint, if desired. Glue an iridescent
star in the middle of each ornament. Take a chenille stem and, leaving a little extra at the top to form half a
loop, bend the stem around each star point, pushing in with your fingers until the stem will retain the star
shape. You will find the stem ends at the top with some extra left over. Bend both of these end lengths
together to form a hanging loop. Base coat green, then re-paint with green glitter paint. Glue sparkly pompoms
or two iridescent stars glued together on top of the tree if desired. These are just some possibilities for
decorating microwaved salt dough ornaments. This is a good group project â€” just microwave batches of
ornaments and provide paints and embellishments for creative activity. Properly dried the ornaments should
last years. If you prefer to cook salt dough ornaments in a conventional oven, use our alternative salt dough
recipe and directions for Halloween Cookie Cutter Creatures.
5: Microwave Play Dough Recipe | Learning 4 Kids
This book has great very detailed instructions and a wide range variety of microwave dough crafts wether your a beginer
or a pro. My children and I will be busy for quite some time with just this book alone.

6: Easy Salt Dough Play (Microwave Recipe) | Precious Play
Microwave Play Dough Recipe is so easy to make at home and will provide hours of fun for kids of all ages. This recipe
has been altered from our basic play dough recipe and heated in the microwave instead of on the stove top.

7: - Microwave Dough Craft (A Quintet book) by Alison JENKINS
I was inspired by this "quickest ever salt dough" recipe on Rainy Day Mum to try cooking our salt dough in the
microwave so that we could paint on it without the long wait for it to dry out. To make the salt dough, you will need: Salt,
flour and water.

8: Microwave Salt Dough Christmas Decorations
How make salt dough in the microwave. So much quicker than the traditional method. Then kids can paint and decorate
their salt dough ornaments See more.

9: Microwave Dough Craft: Alison Jenkins: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
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Microwave Dough Craft by Alison Jenkins â€” With just salt, water, flour and a microwave oven, anyone can design
wonderful creations for the home. More than 50 projects are outlined step-by-step. More than 50 projects are outlined
step-by-step.
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